A-list celebrities from Puerto Rico head to
Scotland in a minivan to film reality television
show
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BY HEATHER GREENAWAY

COMEDIANS Jorge Pabon and Robert ‘Yoyo’ Ferran, who are huge in their native
country, are expected to cause quite a stir when they rock up in Edinburgh and at
Loch Ness in their campervan.
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Comedian Jorge Pabon

A-list celebrities from Puerto Rico are heading to Scotland in a minivan next month to film
a reality television show.
Comedians Jorge Pabon and Robert ‘Yoyo’ Ferran, who are huge in their native country, are
expected to cause quite a stir when they rock up in Edinburgh and at Loch Ness in their
campervan.

They will be filming scenes for Check In’ is a reality TV show, which follows Puerto Rican
stars as they experiences different cultures from around the world.
Haggis, deep fried Mars bars and whisky are high on the list of delicacies the Latino
funnymen are hoping to sample as they get to grips with the midgies and all things
Scottish.
The pair, who are household names in South America, are also expected to attend a
traditional Highland wedding, decked out in kilts.
The director Arnaldo Santiago Rivera said: “Scotland is an exciting and vibrant country with
such a diverse population.
"I thought that it would be a fantastic opportunity for Jorge and Robert to see the country
not from a tourist’s perception but to be fully immersed in its culture and experience things
that they wouldn’t necessarily experience if they were to come to Scotland on holiday.”
Check out Scotland's top tourist sites in the gallery below.
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Check out 40 amazing pictures that’ll show your friends Scotland is even more stunning
than you told them .
And discover why Scotland is the perfect holiday destination .

Visit our Discover Scotland section here.
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